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Introduction
The exchange of information has been very important in all human history.
While in the past it was di￿cult, expensive and not instantaneous, from
the invention of telegraph to now, thanks to information technology, the ex-
change of information has become very easy, instantaneous and de￿netely
part of our life.
In the last decade, however, the way of exchanging information has been
revolutionated by the increasing data rates available and the easiness of In-
ternet connection thanks to wireless communication. Moreover the increas-
ing popularity of portable devices and so the increasing consumer demand
for high-de￿nition media transfer, high data rates and the desire of unteth-
ered access to information have lead to a continous development of wireless
communication devices.
The technological innovation has been also spurred by the allocation of new
radio spectrum band by the FCC(Federal Communication Commission). In
particular the unlicensed spectrum around 60 GHz ￿is of much interest since
this is the band in wich a massive amount of spectral space has been allo-
cated worldwide for dense wireless local communication￿[16], as we can see
from ￿gure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The international unlicensed spectrum
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History teaches us which are the principal factors stimulating and allowing
mass distribution of wireless communication devices. In fact when in 2001
the FCC allocated the band around 2.4 GHz the market of communica-
tion devices languished until semiconductor processes were ready for high-
speed, low power components and the spectrum was regulated throughout
the world creating a worldwide market. This fact resulted in the develop-
ment of the wireless devices we are using nowadays.
Today the specrum around 60 GHz is more or less common worldwide and
the semiconductor technology seems to be ready to support 60 GHz wire-
less communication devices(in fact the shrinking gate lenghts allows high
integration and also the less expensive CMOS technology enable less costly
devices) then it is possible to create a worldwide demanding market. Of
course it is also essential to understand the applications that could be real-
ized thanks to this new band.
Figure 1.2: The last 20 years escalating frequency of semiconductors
First of all 60 GHz spectrum is so interesting because it will enable a
WPAN(wirelss personal area network) capable of ￿massive data rates be-
tween portable devices, telecommunication infrastructure equipment and
the cloud￿[8]. In fact it is possible to forecast a future where informations
will not be placed in the large hard disk drives of PCs but in the cloud
or in other repositories thanks to the high data rates that 60 GHz wireless
transceiver will be able to furnish. Another important and possible applica-
tion is to use ￿low-power chip-to-chip communications￿[8] to replace cables
in the huge internet data centers in order to reduce power consumption.
Moreover high de￿nition video streaming, that is thought to be massively
requested, will be a real possibility.
However many challenges have already to be solved or solution to these
problems have to be improved. A di￿culty for example is represented by
the high attenuation that 60 GHz frequency propagation, but even other fu-
ture higher band placed at 135,325 and 380 GHz, are a￿ected. In particularCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6
oxygen attenuation is very important and this fact will lead to short range
wireless communication. Because of this problem the regulatory agency has
designated 60 GHz band for future WPAN, with a range of about 10 meters.
Wireless communication at 60 GHz is di￿cult to achieve for longer range
since rain and fog attenuation becomes even more important than oxygen
one. For this reason the research about 60 GHz propagation has been focused
on short range communication, leading to a great number of information
about indoor propagation and a lack of information about outdoor propa-
gation. In order to make possible high data rates and long range wireless
communication, it will be necessary to understand the outdoor propaga-
tion.
When the characteristics of propagation channel would have been under-
stood, it will be possible to develop the fundamental device that enables 60
GHz communication: the wireless transceiver and all the devices that form
it. Moreover it is very important to develop new strategies for ￿channel
coding, data compression, interference mitigation, antenna beamforming,
network addressing and spectral usage to take advantage of massive avail-
able bandwidths, lower power requirements of devices and the ever-present
Internet￿[8] in order to ful￿ll the expectations of ￿millions of 60 GHz com-
munication devices produced and sold by 2015￿[8].
This paper provides an overall overview about the state of the art of 60
GHz devices that form a wireless transceiver at this frequency.
At ￿rst it is shown a brie￿y description of 60 GHz propagation. After that
it is simply described how a transceiver is composed and the various archi-
tectures that are employed at 60 GHz with the various di￿erences between
them.
Then all the most important devices that form the transceiver are described,
explaining the challenges and the problems that the researchers have to face
in order to obtain the most e￿cient components. Moreover the techniques
developed and most employed at the moment for the solution of these issues
are described.
Thus ￿rstly it is described the power ampli￿er, the device that is maybe
the more important and di￿cult one to design and that I deepened. There
is an explaination of its role in the transceiver, a brief and simple theory of
its peculiarity. After that the solutions that researchers have developed are
described together with some examples of 60 GHz power ampli￿er realiza-
tions.
Finally all the other important components of a transceiver with their ac-
tual developments at mm-wave are depicted: antenna, trasmission lines,
low-noise ampli￿er, VCO and mixer.Chapter 2
60 GHz propagation
In order to obtain high data rates and utilize them for home applications
such as video and audio transmission, one possibility is to use a large band-
width like 60 GHz frequency is. In fact, according to Shannon’s theorem,
the channel capacity is proportional to the available bandwidth and so fre-
quencies like 60 GHz are expected to achieve high data rates in the order
of Gbps.
Anyway, according to Friis propagation rule, given a determined transmit-
ted power, propagation attenuation is inversely proportional to the square
of frequency, showing that 60 GHz radio is suitable for short range trans-
mission.
In the following part a brie￿y explaination of 60 GHz propagation’s main
problems will take place, even if there is not the aim of going into deep
details.
One of the main reason that determines the degradation of electromagnetic
wave power is the absorption operated by the medium. Anyway, as said in
[9], ￿various materials as papers, clothes, plastics, wood panels and leather
are transparent to terahertz wave￿.
The real problems, instead, are carried by biological elements, since ter-
ahertz frequency range corresponds to the resonance frequency of various
molecoles, making human body for example, an obstacle that absorbs very
well subterahertz electromagnetic wave power. Also atmospheric gases have
a great role on absorption, and so attenuation at these frequencies. In fact
in [10], for example, it is said that ￿in frequency range of 57,5 GHz to 62,5
GHz in the lower part of the atmosphere the speci￿c attenuation per Km
due to oxygen is typically 14.7 dB/Km￿ making oxygen the main cause af
attenuation at 60 GHz.
Another important factor of attenuation at mm-wave frequencies, especially
in long range communication, is that due to rain/moisture. As it is possible
to see in ￿g. 2.1 around 1010 Hz, so below 10 GHz circa, the attenuation
due to oxygen and mostly to water is very low. With the increasing of the
frequency, water attenuation becomes more important and at 60 GHz fre-
quency has a great role since the attenuation due to absorption and scatter-
ing is high. This fact highly limits the coverage area of wireless transmissions
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Figure 2.1: The signal attenuation at various frequencies and the corre-
sponding attenuation main factor
at these frequencies.
Because of these problems in large scale propagation, researchers have been
pushed to focus on inherently short range transmission in the 60 GHz band.
This fact has lead to a detailed and numerous understanding of indoor prop-
agation and attenuation at this band while outdoor propagation is not as
much detailed.Chapter 3
60 GHz transceiver module
As said before 60 GHz wireless communication and in particular 60 GHz
WPAN are very close to be realized. The device that ensures wireless com-
munication, sending and receiving informations, is the wireless transceiver.
This one derives its name from the two parts it is composed of: the re-
ceiver(that is from the antenna to the ADC) and the transmitter(that is
from the DAC to the antenna). As it is possible to see the ADC and the
DAC are the two devices that divides the transceivers analog part from its
digital part. Even though ADC and DAC are increasing their importance,
because of their increasing sample rate(making this stage a di￿cult one to
deal with), in this paper they will not be considered.
3.1 Superheterodyne architecture
In the realization of a transceiver it is alway necessary to cope with vari-
ous problems and designers have always to make many choices. Nowadays
wireless transceivers are widely utilized as the possibility and the need to
access the Internet is increasingly important.
Therefore this need of continous connection to the web and exchange of
informations is mainly done with portable devices thanks to the success of
tools like the so-called ￿smartphones￿ and ￿tablet PCs￿(like Apple iPad).
Because of that, transceiver designers have to pay great attention to satisfy
some essential speci￿cs of transceivers: dimensions, power consumption and
cost.
Considering all these characteristics, a designer has also to choose which ar-
chitecture is the best to be utilized for the transceiver. In fact there are two
architectures mainly employed for the realization of a wireless transceiver:
superheterodyne and homodyne(also called direct conversion).
The former one is the most popular architecture utilized not only for the
wireless transceiver we are talking about but for transceivers in general(it
is employed for radios too). Although very old, heterodyne technique was
￿rst invented in 1902 and superheterodyne in 1918, it still o￿ers the best
performances of all di￿erent architectures.
Todays need of continously higher bit rate have lead to di￿erent ways of ex-
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changing informations, from the low frequency of radio to optical ￿bers and
WLAN. In particular this last technology uses radiofrequency to carry infor-
mations through di￿erent devices. However for actual WLAN the frequency
employed is about 5 GHz and it can not be processed by any of actual pro-
cessors. Therefore the idea that stands behind superheterodyne architecture
is that of processing the signal in a ￿xed frequency, called IF(Intermediate
Frequency), lower than RF in order to achieve the right gain, image re-
jection and bandwidth; ￿nally the signal is demodulated and processed at
a frequency called baseband, suitable for today processors. In ￿gure 3.1 is
possible to see a scheme of a wireless transceiver that shows the building
blocks of this device.
Figure 3.1: The scheme of a superheterodyne transceiver
The signal is ￿rst captured by the antenna and at this point its power is very
low. For this reason after the antenna it is placed an important ampli￿er,
called Low-Noise-Ampli￿er(LNA), that ampli￿es a bit the signal. Anyway
besides this ampli￿cation,the great role of this device is that it does it ￿in
the less noisy way￿ as it has a very low noise ￿gure, and thanks to that it
makes negligible the noise of the subsequent blocks. This last fact makes
the LNA a fundamental device for a transceiver since a signal that has a
low noise helps the correct decoding of the received informations.
After this stage the signal passes through some band pass ￿lters, to reject
the useless parts of it, and some other ampli￿ers. These are usually power
ampli￿ers and they are other fundamental devices(even though the more
important are the ones before the antenna in the transmitter part) because
they have to amplify again the signal but more than what a LNA does. How-
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and those of the transmitter since the ampli￿cation of the RF signal they
perform at the receiver is not as high as the one of the transmitter due to
di￿erent needs. In fact at the receiver the great part of signal ampli￿cation
is done at intermediate frequency because at this frequency, lower than RF,
is easier to highly amplify the signal and avoid great distortion doing that.
On the other hand in the transmitter the signal sent by the antenna must
have a great power(obtained through a meticolous link budget) in order to
reach, in spite of the attenuation due to the propagation, other devices far
from the transmitter.
The other fundamental devices after the ampli￿er are those that characterize
the superheterodyne architecture: the mixer and the local oscillator. Indeed
these two components are able to downconvert the signal from RF to IF and
upconvert it from IF to RF. A mixer is usually a three port device capable
of multiplying two signals and giving at its output the multiplication of the
two inputs. In a transceiver the analog input signals are sinusoidal ones, the
RF and that of the local oscillator, usually a VCO(Voltage Controlled Os-
cillator), that provides a sinusoidal signal at a stable frequency. The signal
obtained is at a ￿xed frequency called IF, obtained by the di￿erence of the
two inputs signals(at the receiver).
In the IF stage(a transceiver could have even more than only one IF stage)
the signal is ￿ltered, so as to reject the image frequency, and of course am-
pli￿ed. However this ampli￿cation is done at a lower frequency than RF and
so it is simpler. This is what makes superheterodyne a powerful architecture
and the devices that perform the RF processes(antenna, LNA and PA) and
those that perform the downconversion(mixer and local oscillator) are the
fundamental transceiver devices.
The ￿nal receiver stage, after the IF one, is that of the signal demodula-
tion and its shift to at baseband frequency, where at the end the signal is
analog-to-digital converted by the ADC; ￿nally it enters in the digital part
of the device where it is processed.
Di￿erently at the transmitter the digital signal is converted by the DAC(Digital-
to-Analog Converter) then modulated and shifted to IF where it is ￿rst
ampli￿ed. Finally the signal is upconverted to RF, ampli￿ed by the PA and
sent to the antenna that performs the transmission.
Although superheterodyne architecture has many advantages, like the ex-
cellent selectivity and the high performances for example, it has some draw-
backs too, as the high area that a superheterodyne transceiver occupies and
its cost that is higher than other architectures since it employes various
stages and devices for the up and down conversions.
3.2 Direct conversion architecture
A technique that is becoming ￿a very hot radio architecture￿[11] being a
serious alternative to superheterodyne, is homodyne or direct conversion
architecture. Di￿erently from superheterodyne in direct conversion the RF
signal is directly downconverted to baseband and viceversa, without anyCHAPTER 3. 60 GHZ TRANSCEIVER MODULE 12
IF stage. For this reason this architecture is also called Zero-IF. Regarding
superheterodyne direct conversion has some fundamental advantages: ￿rst
of all it has less devices since there is not need of mixers and a LO for the
IF stage. Moreover no expensive IF passive ￿lters are needed as the signal
is ￿ltered in the analog baseband stage by active ￿lters. these facts lead
to another advantage of direct conversion architecture: its cost. Indeed it
is less expensive than superheterodyne because of its need of less device
to be implemented. Therefore this lack of complex circuitry leads also to
a less area implementation, that is de￿netely an advantage as transceivers,
as said before, are utilized in portable devices and their dimension has to
be the smallest possible. Besides choosing homodyne architecture there is
not need of managing the IF image frequency, the undesired frequency that
derives from the downconversion and upconversion from RF to IF in super-
heterodyne devices. Finally in Zero-IF technique the transmitter has fewer
issues than in superheterodyne and there are less spurious products, that
are di￿cult to manage.
However direct conversion has some drawbacks too, that have made di￿cult
its usage and they will have to be solved even at 60 GHz. In fact it has a
strong susceptibility to the second order harmonics, it has a low isolation,
so this leads to self-jamming, and RF ￿lters are strictly needed for the re-
jection of adjacent channel.
Figure 3.2: The scheme of a direct conversion transceiver
Direct conversion idea was ￿rst introduced in 1924 but because of its dif-
￿cult implementation and challenges was not used until the ’80s. In this
architecture the receiver gain is achieved for the 75% in the baseband ana-
log circuitry while in the transmitter it is obtained for 90% in the RF block,
from the modulator to the PA. This fact leads to an important technical
challenge that is the possibility of having a DC o￿set at the receiver, as theCHAPTER 3. 60 GHZ TRANSCEIVER MODULE 13
signal is not always centered at zero value. Although both homodyne and
superheterodyne su￿er from this issue, in the latter it is easier to solve as
the baseband gain is low. However the great issues proper of this architec-
ture like the second order distortion, have made di￿cult the adoption of it
for transceiver realizations.
Looking at what we said in the last paragraph it is clear that the choice
of what kind of architecture is best for the RF transceiver is very impor-
tant. In fact it is essential to choose the technique that better performs all
the characteristics that we need for the transceiver. Therefore the designers
usually have to evaluate the tradeo￿s between simplicity and performances.
3.3 About 60 GHz transceiver
Concerning 60GHz there are some transceiver prototypes and most of them
employ superheterodyne architecture because it is a technique more well-
established. However, especially in the last 2-3 years, there are many pro-
totypes that employ direct conversion, demonstrating how this architecture
could be the future of RF transceivers.
In any case many are the challenges related to the devices that form the
transceivers especially the ones that perform the most important actions in
them.
Therefore it is clear what are the fundamental devices in a transceiver and
these will be described in the next sections for 60 GHz realizations. Thus the
antenna is essential for a correct reception and transmission of the signal,
then another fundamental device is the LNA for the ￿rst signal ampli￿-
cation without the introduction of relevant noise. After that the other key
devices, that represent the aim of the transceiver(thought as superhetero-
dyne) with their up and down conversions, are the mixer and the local
oscillator. Finally the other the other important device is the power am-
pli￿er that ampli￿es the signal before its transmission giving to it the
correct power to satisfate the link budget analysis and reach the other re-
ceivers.
Apart from these key roles that these devices have for the correct function-
alities of a wireless transceiver, they are also fundamental blocks since their
issues regarding implementation, integration and research are essential for
the realization of a transceiver particularly a an outstanding frequency as
60 GHz is.
For these reasons in the next chapters the speech will focus on these devices,
with a more detailed attenction to the power ampli￿er.Chapter 4
Power Ampli￿er
In the previous chapter we saw which are the main devices that forms a
wireless transceiver and the speci￿c role they play in transmission and re-
ception. As these tranceivers are widely used in portable devices, their power
consumtion is a really fundamental factor as it directly determines the bat-
tery life of the entire device. Indeed in a transceiver the power ampli￿er is
the hungriest device in terms of power and so it has to be carefully realized
considering the important power requirements.
Furthermore its importance derives also from the size it must have so as to
keep as much compact as possible the transceiver; more important it has to
satisfate the link budget analysis for an e￿cient implementation and func-
tion of the transceiver.
For all these reasons the PA is maybe the most important component for
the realization of this device, even at 60 GHz where moreover challenges are
enhanced by the high operating frequency.
In this chapter it will be ￿rst described what a PA is, its main factors, its
component issues, its classi￿cation and ￿nally some prototypes of 60 GHz
PAs with the problems that a￿ect these devices and some solutions that
have been realized.
4.1 Power Ampli￿er description
An RF PA is a device that, given an input signal, ampli￿es its power level
up to a desired value, taking the energy from the power supply. The purpose
of the ampli￿cation is the achievement of the maximum output power.
The RF power ampli￿er is usually used to obtain a large output signal with
a signi￿cant power from a low power input signal. Therefore it is utilized to
drive antennas of transmitters and it is characterized by its high e￿ciency,
good return loss and high gain.
Most of the transmitters have more than only one power ampli￿er and
usually they are progressively larger in order to achieve the large power
needed to amplify the low-power input signal. However this is only the
simplest architecture(even though the most used) because sometimes it is
necessary to disassemble and reassemble the signal in order to achieve linear
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ampli￿cation.
4.2 RF PA properties
Linearity
The linearity is the most important paramenter of PAs as linear ampli￿ca-
tion is essential in order to give at the output the most accurate copy, even
though ampli￿cated, of the input signal.
As we will see a perfect linear ampli￿cation is quite di￿cult to achieve due
to many issues related to the non-ideal components that forms the PAs and
the need of satisfying other factors like good gain and stability. Sometimes
a linear ampli￿cation could be obtained using a cascade combination either
of linear and nonlinear PAs.
Because of linearity’s importance it is necessary to be able of measuring
it, with the result that many di￿erent ways of doing it were developed.
Traditionally the measure of nonlinearity is achieved by C/I ratio(Carrier-
to-intermodulation) that measures the di￿erence between the amplitude of
the third order harmonic and the one of the carrier signal. A typical C/I
ratio value is about 30 dB.
Gain
The gain of an ampli￿er is a very important value since it determines, and
it is, how the input signal is ampli￿ed. Indeed the gain is usually de￿ned
as the ratio between the output voltage(or in alternative power or current)
and the corresponding output voltage(power or current).
Generally the gain of an RF PA is about 10-20 dB and it is strictly related to
the transistor adopted for its implementation. In fact increasing the transis-
tor sizes(the value W
L for a MOSFET) the gain increases too. However this
way of operating is most of the times inadvasible as the parasitic elements
increase by the same value.
Finally it is necessary to say that the gain is also related to the class of
ampli￿cation in which the PA operates.
Stability
Another fundamental property of a RF PA is its stability. In fact it is always
necessary that unwanted and dangerous signals generated by instabilities af-
fect and damage the device.
Instability could be produced in many ways, like cross-talk in the transmis-
sion lines or noise from the power supply. Moreover it can be very dangerous
because at the frequency that could occur the instability, the gain could in-
crease and reach such high values to saturate or even break the entire device.
Therefore it is always important to careful design stabilization networks.CHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 16
E￿ciency
The e￿ciency in a RF power ampli￿er is de￿ned as the percentage of DC
power converted into RF power.
There are many di￿erent de￿nitions for its evaluation, but maybe the most
simply and direct is the so-called ￿drain e￿ciency￿, that is  = Pout
Pin . Anyway
even though it is simply and useful this de￿nition is not the most used
because it is often necessary to take into account the RF power present
at the input. Therefore it is de￿ned the PAE(Power Added E￿ciency) as
PAE =
PRFout PRFin
PDC (or equivalently by PAE =
PRFout PDR
Pin where PDR is
the power of the driver).
The e￿ciency of a RF PA is mainly determined by the class of ampli￿cation,
as we will see later, and by the parasitic values that a￿ect the device.
As the PA is the device that absorbs most of the power, it is important to
obtain a high e￿ciency, so as to reduce the power absorbed by the biasing
supplies, that means a reduction of the size of the power supply and a longer
battery life. Moreover this fact leads to a less dissipated power and so lower
temperature. Unfortunately, as we will see later in the description of the
classes of ampli￿cation, a higher e￿ciency often results in a lower linearity
and so higher distortion.
4.3 RF PA technology realization
In the realization of a RF power ampli￿er it is greatly important the choice
of the technology that has to be utilized. First of all, as the ampli￿ers we
are interested of are employed in portable devices, they have to be compact
and small, making MMIC and RFIC the suitable technologies. Anyway the
real important technology that with its choice makes a real di￿erence is that
about the transistor type that is utilized.
Historically RF devices have always been realized with compound III-V
technologies, that are bipolar transistors like HEMT(High Electron Mobil-
ity Transistor), pHEMT and HBT(Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor).
However in the last years, the advances in silicon based technologies like
BiCMOS, that combines CMOS and BJT technologies in the same IC ex-
ploiting the advantages of both applications, and CMOS are becoming the
new more utilized components for the realization of radio frequency devices.
This fact has occurred particularly for the incredible integration and cost
reduction of silicon based technologies, but anyway we will analyse later
the di￿erences between bipolar and silicon transistors for RF applications.
After that we will focus on CMOS technology and its employment in 60
GHz PAs.
4.3.1 III-V versus silicon technologies
When one has to design a PA he has to choose between various technologies
of which III-V compound bipolar transistor and CMOS are the two moreCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 17
important and utilized ones.
For this choice there are some values that better describe and help deciding
which technology best ￿ts in for our work.
These values are:
 the transit frequency fT that is related to how fast the transistor
can be operated. The fT is de￿ned in a MOSFET as the frequency at
which the small-signal current gain of the device drops to unity while
the source and the drain terminals are held at ground;
 the breakdown voltage(the minimum voltage that ￿breaks￿ the semi-
conductor, making it a conductor) that sets the power handling limits
and a￿ects linearity;
 the thermal conductivity. Indeed semiconductors change their prop-
erties with the increasing of the temperature, becoming more conduc-
tive. This fact a￿ects the reliability of the device;
 the cost of the device;
 the level of integration of the device.
III-V compound technology devices are made employing mainly materials
like Gallium-Arsenide(GaAs) and Indium-Phosphide(InP) as they o￿er high
electron mobility and high transit frequencies. They have been the technol-
ogy most used for RF power ampli￿ers since they were invented. Compared
to silicon based technology, and in particular CMOS, III-V devices o￿er
many advantages:
 higher transit frequency fT that can be even about 200 GHz(for CMOS
it is around 110-130 GHz);
 lower breakdown voltage that means lower power supply;
 better noise performances as they have higher current gain and fT
than CMOS;
 the current requires for a given fT is lower than the one we would
have employing a MOSFET;
 higher power gain than CMOS that results in higher PAE.
Anyway these devices have some fundamental disadvantages too. In fact
their reliability is lower than Si devices as GaAs and InP substrates have
lower thermal conductivity that directly a￿ects the reliability as stated be-
fore.
In the last years it is increasing the adoption of CMOS technology for RF
power ampli￿ers since III-V devices have higher costs and lower integration
than CMOS. These two factors are really important nowadays because cur-
rent portable devices need increasingly smaller and cheaper RF transceivers.CHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 18
For these reasons, and so thanks to the progressively shrinking of Si transis-
tors gate length(with the resulting increasing of fT), Si devices have renewed
their interest ￿rstly for WLAN frequencies(2.4 GHz, 3.6 GHz and 5 GHz)
and now they are thought to be the best choice for application at 60 GHz
too.
So CMOS technology that is at the base of most of all the electronic devices
and was not su￿ciently considered in the past for RF implementations, it
is now growing its popularity because of its high reliability, as it could di-
rectly integrate wit the baseband circuitry, and its low costs that allow the
implementation for a broad consumer market.
Despite all these advantages, CMOS has some issues and challenges that
become critical with the increasing of the operating frequency making their
managment and resolution essential for 60 GHz applications too.
4.3.2 CMOS issues and challenges for mm-wave PAs
CMOS is the cheapest technology available not only for digital electronic,
but in the last years for analog electronic too. Its continous scaling down
dimensions, the related higher fT and fMAX and the gain high enough for
60 GHz, have made 130 nm technology and beyond available for 60 GHz
transceiver implementation.
However many are the issues of CMOS technology regarding its employment
for 60 GHz PAs implementation.
Firstly an important problem is CMOS low supply voltage since nowadays
current CMOS supply voltage is 1 V and even below. Indeed we ￿nd that on
one hand there is the important advantage of the higher operating frequen-
cies and integration enabled by the continous transistors scaling dimensions,
while on the other hand this reduction results in smaller channel lengths and
thinner gate oxides that determine the breakdown voltage. This last fact re-
sults in a lower breakdown voltage and so in the necessity of using a lower
supply voltage representing a great problem for the realization of CMOS
power ampli￿ers. In fact a PA needs to have high voltage and high current
in order to deliver high output power. Therefore if it is necessary to keep the
transistor driving current high, the value VGS   Vth(from which the drain
current depends with VGS the voltage between gate and source and Vth the
threshold voltage) has to be kept high.
As the value of VGS is decreasing due to the supply voltage reduction, a
possible and adopted solution is to decrease Vth. Unfortunately the value
of the threshold voltage could not be decreased too much because it is an
intrinsic transistor value and more important its decreasing results in an
increasing of the device’s leakage current. This issue has not yet a proper
solution but can only be ￿alleviated by performing an impedance transfor-
mation between the 50
 load and the PA output￿[22].
The most powerful and employed solution to this problem is that of in-
crease the transistor width or the number of ￿nger or both things. AnywayCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 19
Figure 4.1: VDD decreasing with CMOS scaling dimensions
the optimization of this solution results in a tradeo￿ between power gain
and output power, representing another important challenge to face and
solve in the realization of a 60 GHz PA.
Other problems that a￿ect CMOS technology are its great process variabil-
ity and some critical parasitic elements that are obviously enhanced while
operating at such a high frequency as 60 GHz is.
An issue that has always a great relevance, and more important at 60 GHz
is the exact knowledge of how active devices behave and how the parasitic
elements are distributed at the frequency we want that our PA operates.
Therefore it is becoming increasingly complex and important to develop
transistor models at mm-wave frequencies so as to implement in the best
way power ampli￿ers having accurate simulations.
In fact at 60 GHz the resistive losses are very high and active devices gain is
quite low such that the speci￿cations are barely ful￿lled. Moreover at these
high frequencies fMAX factor is really important but it is directly deter-
mined by the transistor and the bias, but it highly depends on the parasitic
values too. Actual CMOS are designed for operations around 10 GHz and
all the accurate models developed for this frequency too. Anyway actual 90
nm CMOS devices can be used for 60 GHz operations but e￿orts for the
development of accurate models have to be made. Indeed substantial dif-
ferences between the real and the simulated performances result in circuit
failure. Therefore models are needed because if we want to push the per-
formance limits of active devices, and at 60 GHz it is compulsory for gain
need, it is necessary to develop a careful design and layout.CHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 20
Figure 4.2: A simple model of a NMOS ￿nger
Figure 4.3: A CMOS small signal model at mm-wave frequencies
4.4 Classes of ampli￿cation
Before going into the description of the various problems of Power Am-
pli￿ers and the di￿erent architectures that can be used to face some PAs’
problematic of 60 GHz transmission, it is advisable to see a bit of PAs the-
ory.
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their class of ampli￿cation:transconductor type ampli￿ers(Classes A, B, AB
and C) and switching type ampli￿ers(Classes D, E and F). In the former
ampli￿ers the transistor is used as a current generator, with the bias that
determines the conduction angle, so linearity and e￿ciency. In the latter
instead, the transistor is used as a switch, apart from class F ampli￿ers
that despite being non linear ampli￿ers, they use a transistor as a current
source as in transconductance classes.
All these classes di￿er from each other in method and even in their power
output capability, that is de￿ne as the output power produced when the
device has a peak collector voltage of 1 V and a peak collector current of 1
A. As power transistors are expenisve, designers have to use them as close as
possible to their maximum voltage and current ratings; so the more higher
is the power output capability, the less expensive is the practical implemen-
tation.
The type of bias applied to the RF Power Ampli￿er determines the class of
ampli￿cation. So choosing the adeguate bias point of the PA can determine
the level of possible performances that can be obtained with that device.
Doing this it is possible to evaluate the tradeo￿s between all the important
parameters of the device: linearity, e￿ciency and gain.
Figure 4.4: In this ￿gure is possible to see the di￿erence between the main
classes related to the di￿erent conduction angles
4.4.1 Class A
In class A operations voltage and current are constant and large enough to
ensure that transistors remain in the active region and act like a currentCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 22
source.
The voltage is biased exactly in the middle between the cut-o￿ voltage and
the saturation voltage.
The theoretical e￿ciency of a class A power ampli￿er is 50% at PEP(Peak
Envelope Power, that is the mean power measured at the crest of modula-
tion during one RF cycle) and due to that the instantaneous e￿ciency is
proportional to the power output while the average e￿ciency is inversely
proportional to the peak-to-average ratio.
Class A ampli￿ers have the advantage of being very easy to implement, as
they require only one transistor,
Class A PAs are inherently linear, have the advantage of being very easy to
implement(as they require only one transistor), have the highest gain of any
PA and can be used very close to the maximum operation frequency of the
transistors. Unfortunately an ampli￿er biased in this class of ampli￿cation
is very ine￿cient and is always conducting, resulting in a great waste of
power and so a higher power consumption. Despite their low power, class A
PAs are used for applications that need high linearity, high gain and high
frequency.
Figure 4.5: A simple class A ampli￿er
4.4.2 Class B
Class B Power Ampli￿ers are biased in such a way that they only amplify
half of the input wave circle and this is achieved setting the gate bias at
the threshold of conduction. A single stage class B ampli￿er would be non
linear so the solution applied for this class of ampli￿cation is the adoption
of push-pull transistors where one works for positive input signals and the
other for negative input signals. So every transistor works for half period of
the sine wave, that would be rebuilt at the output.
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is the current that ￿ows in the circuit when no signal is applied) is ideally
zero. This means that the istantaneous e￿ciency is 78,5% at PEP and for
low level signals are higher than class A.
Since class B operation provides linear ampli￿cation it can be used for all
RF power ampli￿ers without severe linearity requirements.
4.4.3 Class AB
In the previous two sections two linear classes were described with two
di￿erent particularities:class A has a good gain but a poor e￿ciency while
class B has a better e￿ciency but a poorer gain. A class of ampli￿cation
that combines the advantages of both classes is class AB.
In class AB ampli￿cation the collector voltage is constant and the collector
current, when the circuit is not amplifying or driving the load, increases
with drive power. The AB ampli￿er conducts for more than a half period
of the sine wave(that of class B), but less than 360 degrees(that of class A).
Its maximum e￿ciency is 78.5% and the gain lays between the one of class
A and the one of class B type of ampli￿cation.
This class of ampli￿cation gives an output signal more distorced than class
A, but more linear than class B while its e￿ciency is between the one of
these two classes. Because of that it is used for operations similar to class
A that have less severe linear requirements.
4.4.4 Class C
In class C operation the ampli￿er allows conduction less than a half of the
RF cycle and the transistor gate is biased below threshold.
In this way e￿ciency is increased compared with the precedent classes, but
unfortunately distorsions are introduced. This fact makes class C ampli￿er
non linear. RF transmitters operating at a single ￿xed carrier frequency is
more common application for class C ampli￿ers distorsions can be controlled
by a load that tunes the signal.
Ideally the e￿ciency of this class of ampli￿cation is 100% but to achieve this
is necessary to have a conduction angle of zero degrees, that in practical is
impossible since it causes the decreasing of the output power that becomes
zero, and the increasing of the drive power to in￿nite. Moreover with a
conduction angle next to zero degrees also the gain drops to zero. Proper
class-C conduction angle is around 150 degrees that gives an e￿ciency of
85%.
Class C operation is not recommended for bipolar transistors as it shortens
their life. However, in general, it is little used for solid-state power ampli￿ers
at higher or microwave frequencies because in these devices the major prob-
lem is the large negative swing of the input voltage, which coincides with the
collector/drain output voltage. For any transistor this is a very bad condi-
tion for reverse breakdown as even a small amount of leakage current really
a￿ects the device and the e￿ciency. As we have seen, for classes A/B/AB/CCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 24
the input waveform is kept sinusoidal so the amplitude is limited to
Vdd
2 . This
fact is essential since e￿ciency can be improved only controlling the current
and so large current is needed to deliver power. However class C ampli￿ers
have a very poor gain and this fact limits their adoption in particular for
frequencies higher than 1 GHz.
Figure 4.6: Current and voltage in di￿erent classes of ampli￿cation
4.4.5 Class D
A class D ampli￿er is a particular device called switching ampli￿er. This
thing is due to the fact that two or more transistors are used as binary
switches to generate square drain-voltage waveforms. A particularity of this
class is that the modulation used is mainly pulse width modulation and
due to the constant amplitude of the output signal, transistors are always
completely on or o￿ and so high power e￿ciency can be achieved. In fact
its e￿ciency is ideally 100% since the current is drawn only through the
transistors that are on.
However in practical usage of class D power ampli￿ers they are a￿ected
by losses due to drain capacitance, saturation and switching speed and
these facts result in a e￿ciency less than 100%. Moreover it is decreased
also by the series resistances of the switches. These resistances, anyway,
could be reduced increasing the area of the switching transistors. Doing this
unfortunately, increases the parasitics that a￿ect the ampli￿er and limit theCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 25
operating bandwidth making class D ampli￿ers suitable for low frequencies
and less utilized for high frequencies like 60 GHz is.
4.4.6 Class E
Class E ampli￿ers use a single transistor that acts like a perfect switch and
an output network designed for the minimization of the power dissipations
due to the non ideal transistors. In optimum class E devices the drain volt-
age goes to zero when the transistor turns on. A result of this fact is that
the e￿ciency is ideally 100%. Moreover the problems of class D ampli￿ers
are solved since, with a single transistor, the losses due to the charging of
the drain capacitance are eliminated, the switching losses are reduced and
there is a good tolerance of component varations(that are frequent in CMOS
technology). Only a critical fact remain, that is the high drain voltage that
the transistor has to face when the transistor turns o￿.
Because of the e￿cent operations that class E ampli￿er could a￿ord even
with the high parasitic drain capacitance, this device is used in high e￿-
ciency RF power ampli￿ers for switching.
Since the switching time at high frequencies becomes comparable to the
duty time this type of PAs are largely used at these frequencies and we will
see that at 60 GHz some research on class-E power ampli￿ers are made.
Figure 4.7: A simple class E ampli￿er
4.4.7 Class F
Class F ampli￿er is another type of switching ampli￿er that can improve
both e￿ciency and output power. In fact the transistor is utilized as a cur-
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and the load. This network modi￿es the sine wave making it a square wave in
order to reduce the dissipated power. This result is achieved adding a series
of resonators in the output network to open-circuit the drain of the tran-
sistor at several odd-harmonics. So thanks to these resonators the output
increasingly resemble a square waveform, since the odd voltage harmonics
tends to ￿atten the top and the bottom of the input waveform. This ￿atten-
ing increase the e￿ciency since it decreases the voltage across the transistor
during its conduction time. So, in the case of a perfect square output wave,
the e￿ciency can reach 100%.
However, compared with class E ampli￿ers, class F have some disadvan-
tages, as having a circuit implementation more complex and the operating
switching frequency is limited by the limited number of harmonics, apart
from the intrinsic switching speed of the active device.
4.5 60GHz PA realizations
In the last paragraphs we have seen the various classes and types of am-
pli￿ers and we analysed the advandages and drawbacks of each of them. In
this one, instead, we will describe the problems, di￿culties, solutions and
choices that designers usually have to face in the realization of a RF power
ampli￿er.After that we will see, together with some examples of realizations,
all these problems related to 60 GHz PAs and all the other issues that have
to be solved at this outstanding frequency.
Thus when it is necessary to realize a power ampli￿er for a transceiver, the
designer has to choose between di￿erent con￿gurations and has to decide
which one is the most suitable for his device.
Obviously a power ampli￿er realization project results particularly di￿cult
since the designer has to manage with di￿erent speci￿cs. In fact a PA must
have:
 high output power;
 high e￿ciency;
 high gain;
 low distortion;
while speci￿cs like high e￿ciency are better ful￿lled by nonlinear classes of
ampli￿cation and other like low distortion by linear classes, simply explain-
ing how the needs result in di￿cult choices.
Regarding the achievement of a high output power, it is very important, at
￿rst, to have an input output match at small signal. It is also important that
the load lets the maximum excursion of drain voltage and current. Anyway
there are also very important and utilized techniques that allow an increase
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 increase the breakdown voltage. Unfortunately this solution can not
be taken seriously into account for our usage since the increasing of
the breakdown voltage means an increase of the power supply too,
thing that is highly unproposable as RF PA are needed for mobile
devices transceiver in particular.
 increasing the output power it is very important not to introduce new
parasitic e￿ects and maintain good thermal properties that otherwise
would a￿ect the power ampli￿er role.
 increase, as said before, the maximum drain current.
This last technique is in particular the most utilized one, even in 60 GHz PAs
prototypes that have been realized since now. Anyway in order to increase
the maximum drain current, it is necessary to modify the gate area. This
can be done in two ways, and each one carries a di￿erent result: increase the
number of ￿ngers(that is the number of di￿erent parallel transistor gates)
or the gate length. Unfortunately adopting the former solution results also
in an increase of the gate resistance and, beyond some values, it a￿ects the
gain and the PAE, decreasing them. Using the latter, instead, it is possi-
ble to obtain smaller gate resistance values and better thermal properties,
while unfortunately parasitic values due to the link between the cells are
introduced.
However the gate cannot be increased unde￿netely, since beyond a certain
value, the power reaches the saturation, so the gain sees a reduction.
Looking at the realizations of last years it is possible to notice how the
values of the gate area, and so the number of ￿ngers and the gate length
value, are always carefully chosen and adapted to the architecture of the
ampli￿er. Thus in [7] for example, the optimal device width is chosen to be
40m with 40 ￿ngers while in [6] we can see how the architecture in￿uences
the parameters choices. In fact the power ampli￿er is here realized with a
cascode architecture(that will be described after in the paper) and for this
reason the number of ￿ngers is di￿erent in the two stages of the cascode
because the second stage is larger than the ￿rst one in order to optimize
the gain and the output power; for this reason the width is chosen as 1m
and the ￿rst stage has 63 ￿ngers while the second has 150 ￿ngers.
The other important factor that a designer has to cope with is the power
ampli￿er e￿ciency. In fact as the PA is in the entire transceiver the device
that absorbs the most quantity of energy from the power supply, there is
the need of achieving the highest possible e￿ciency in order to keep low this
power absorption. Therefore to a higher e￿ciency corresponds lower power
supply dimensions, longer battery life and moreover a lower temperature,
that means higher reliability. Summing up, all these speci￿cs have to be
satis￿ed in the development of a power ampli￿er and at 60 GHz it is even
more di￿cult to do that since higher frequencies enhance the problems we
talked about.
In this context the shape of the ampli￿er has to be carefully chosen and
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this choice it has to be taken into account also the type of modulation used
for the transmission, but as it is possible to see from the articles we will
mention, gain and e￿ciency play the most important role in this choice.
Therefore choosing one of the transconductance classes(A, B, AB, C) gives
a good gain but on the other hand a poor e￿ciency. Instead using a switch-
ing class type(D, E, F), lets the achievement of a good e￿ciency but not a
great gain. Moreover, di￿erently from the other linear classes, nonlinearities
are introduced, that means the generation of multiple harmonics and so a
bigger distortion. The control of this distortion results in a tradeo￿ regard-
ing the maximum achievable e￿ciency, but we will see some linearization
technique utilized even at 60 GHz, next in this paragraph.
Firstly it is advisable to see some realization at 60 GHz with the technique
employed for mm-wave power ampli￿ers. Although the research in the 60
GHz band is quite new and CMOS PA challenging, in the last years we
can ￿nd a lot of research prototypes of 60 GHz PAs in CMOS technologies,
BiCMOS and someone in bipolar too(employing HBT in general).
In order to show how CMOS is utilized and look how the problems we spoke
about are solved, we will propose some interesting realizations.
Therefore if we try to understand what is the class of ampli￿cation preferred
for 60 GHz PA we see that obviously there is not a unique solution. In fact
in some realization, switching classes are utilized, priviledging the e￿ciency,
and so the lower power consumption, with the result of a less linear ampli-
￿cation and the necessity of using speci￿c techniques in order to decrease
the distortions.
Thus looking for some 60 GHz prototypes, it is possible to ￿nd a class-E PA
of 2006 using BiCMOS technology[1]. The usage of a class-E PA topology
is very interesting for what concerns the e￿ciency of the device, as in fact
it has ideally 100% e￿ciency. Anyway, as the researcher says in the article,
￿very e￿cient class-E operation demands that the active device operates as
a switch with a turn-o￿ time signi￿cantly smaller than the signal period as
well as accurate termination of the harmonic components. Both of these re-
quirements are di￿cult to meet as the operating frequency of the ampli￿er
increases and approaches the fT of the employed device￿(with fT that is the
cuto￿ frequency).
For these reasons the adoption of a class-E ampli￿er is quite di￿cult at 60
GHz and so for the realization of the more recent years class-E doesn’t have
many space since there are employed more linear typologies as classes A,B
and AB[2][3][23]. This fact is due to their linear behaviour that is thought
to be more important than high e￿ciency as at such high frequencies as 60
GHz, distortions are frequent if not compensated. Obviously a lower power
consumption(that derives from an high e￿ciency) doesn’t have any utility
if the signal is highly distorced and more power needs to be used to com-
pensate these distortions.
Moreover most of these recent realizations in CMOS and BiCMOS(and even
some realized in bipolar technology) employ more than only one stage. For
example in [2] there are two stages of ampli￿ers, a main one operating inCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 29
class-A and an auxiliary one operating in class A, AB or B in order ￿to
allow greater e￿ciency of the PA to be treated for better power handling
capability￿.
Anyway the topology that is more employed with these linear classes is
cascode. In fact there are a lot of realizations, most of them quite recent,
that employ this topology. In [4], for example, a 3-stage power ampli￿er is
employed, with two cascode stages, in order to achieve higher gain, and a
￿nal common source stage, for maintaining a good e￿ciency.
Also in [5] it is employed a four stage PA where the ￿rst and the second
stages are in cascode topology, with the ￿rst stage, the common gate, used
to obtain a better isolation and so higher stability in the entire band of
utilization, while the second stage, the common source, is used to obtain
high linearity, together with the third stage that is a common source too.
In the ￿nal stage ￿two 40x2m devices are connected in parallel and power
combining is achieved [...] which ensures device output impedance loading
to be in the maximum output power region￿.
Other examples of cascode utilization using CMOS are employed in [6], in
[7] and in [8] but there are a lot of other application examples of this old
architecture employed for the realization of 60 GHz power ampli￿ers.
Cascode topology
The classical cascode topology, that we spoke above, is made of two stages
in cascade, one common source for FET(common emitter for bipolar tran-
sistors) and one common gate(common base for bipolar transistors). This
con￿guration has a lot of advantages, most of all they are very interesting
in the band that we are analysing.
Cascode was ￿rst invented for reducing and eliminating the Miller e￿ect.
Since the upper bound of the band is given by the base input total capaci-
tance (base-emitter capacitance plus Miller base-collector capacitance), this
con￿guration ensures a wide band of utilization. In fact the gain between
base and collector(gate and drain) in the ￿rst stage is very small, because
the emitter resistance of the second stage transistor is small. So the Miller
terms are small too while with a single transistor it could be more than
ten times bigger. Because the resistance seen from the input is mainly the
same it results that the band upper limit is higher than a common emitter
topology. More than this fact of the band, cascode ensures higher stability
and especially high gain, due to the ￿nal common gate stage, and high input
impedance, due to the initial common source stage.
Analysing cascode con￿guration, as we will see in [8], ￿at lower frequencies
the main reason of using cascode is the higher gain￿. However increasing
the frequency is possible to see that above 30 GHz the cascode device is
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Returning to our problem, as we said before 60 GHz PAs have to be lin-
ear or near linear, and this fact depends also on the modulation employed,
that, at the moment, are OFDM and SC-FDE(that requires a less linear PA
compared with OFDM).
Anyway the e￿ciency of the PA is very important and, as said in [8], ￿there
are many potential ways of improving the e￿ciency of linear or near linear
PAs￿ and the best ones are Doherty architecture, envelope tracking, self bi-
asing and power combining. These techniques are all e￿ciently used at low
frequencies and have to be better investigated and developed at mm-wave
frequencies.
4.5.1 Linearization and e￿ciency enhancing techniques
As we saw in the last paragraph a lot of prototypes are realized preferring
the utilization of the so called linear classes, that provide a linear ampli￿ca-
tion obtaining unfortunately a poor e￿ciency. E￿cient RF power ampli￿ers,
however, are more adeguate for battery devices, since power ampli￿ers dom-
inate the power consumption of portable devices. For this reason in modern
mobile phones transceivers and WiFi tranceivers too, the use of nonlinear
PAs(class E and F in particular) is obtaining more and more success. In fact
these classes are able of assuring very good e￿ciencies(theorically 100%) but
with the drawback of nonlinear ampli￿cation and distortions that we saw
before. Therefore these nonlinear ampli￿ers could be a great choice for 60
GHz PAs too, but of course solutions for the nonlinear behaviour have to be
developed or however some other existing techniques should be improved.
On the other hand there are also other techniques that are used instead for
the increase of the e￿ciency of power ampli￿ers that utilize linear classes
of ampli￿cation(that as we saw have a good linearity but the drawback of
a poor e￿ciency).
Doherty architecture
Doherty ampli￿er was realized for the ￿rst time in 1936 by W.H.Doherty.
After many decades being dormant, this type of ampli￿er in the last ten
years has become the ￿ampli￿er of choice￿ for wireless transmitters.
Classic and most used implementation consists of two ampli￿ers, a carrier
ampli￿er, biased in class B or AB, and a peaking ampli￿er. The input signal
is split so the di￿erence between the two ampli￿ers’ signal is 90 degrees.
For low voltage level the peaking ampli￿er is turned o￿ while the carrier
one reaches its peak and delivers maximum e￿ciency. As the voltage level
increases the carrier ampli￿er continues operating at its peak while also the
peaking ampli￿er turns on and reaches another peak point, increasing in
this way the e￿ciency of the total ampli￿er.
At lower frequency Doherty technique is di￿cult to integrate due to the
long transmission lines, while at mm-wave frequencies this problem increas-
ingly reduces and so it is possible to see in this technique an e￿cient oneCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 31
to apply at 60 GHz. In fact it is possible to ￿nd many realizations at lower
frequencies(the ones used for actual WLANs). At 2.4 GHz for example with
a Doherty ampli￿er is possible to reach 14% PAE while at 60 GHz could
reach 3% PAE[8].
In conclusion it is possible to say that this technique has to be deeply in-
vestigated at 60 GHz, especially because it increases both e￿ciency and
linearity, two fundamental characteristics of a PA.
Figure 4.8: A simple scheme of Doherty ampli￿er architecture in which is
possible to see the peaking ampli￿er and the carrier one with their usual
classes of ampli￿cation
Envelope tracking
Envelope tracking technique(EER, envelope elimination and restoration) is
used to increase the linearity of PAs. In fact as nonlinear devices are widely
used for WLAN transceivers in order to achieve e￿cient ampli￿cation, then
there is the need of linearize the operation so as to avoid distortions and mis-
matchs. At mm-wave frequencies too, there is the need of achieving power
ampli￿ers with high e￿ciency is very important, and nonlinear classes of
ampli￿cation are a possible successful solution. Anyway there is also the
necessity of a linearization of the operation mode and EER is a possible
technique that has to be deepened at 60 GHz.
As it is suggested by its name, envelope elimination and restoration tech-
nique consists in a ￿rst elimination of the RF input by a limiter, in order
to generate a costant amplitude phase signal. More simply, the magnitude
and the phase of the input RF signal are splitted, that is the magnitude is
extracted by an envelope detector while the phase is obtained by the limiter.
The two components of the input signal are then separately ampli￿ed and
￿nally combined together, obtaining the ampli￿ed RF output as we can see
from the block diagram in ￿g.4.8.
Another way of implementing EER is the use of a switching power supply
and that is also the solution described in [8] for 60 GHz applications. ItCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 32
consists of a supply modulator that acts varying the supply voltages of the
ampli￿er in order to keep it near saturation. This is a very useful technique,
especially if applied to non linear ampli￿ers in order to achieve linear ampli-
￿cation. In fact non linear ampli￿ers are more e￿cient when they operate
near saturation, since they conduct current only for a fraction of time.
Moreover this technique could be used combined with Doherty architecture
and this solution is very attractive as together they can perform lineariza-
tion and e￿ciency enhancement. Anyway even this technique has to be
more investigated at mm-wave frequencies since there are a few examples
of application.
Figure 4.9: A simple scheme of envelope elimination and restoration tech-
nique
Power combining
Power combining the output of several power ampli￿ers is another technique
that is used in the realization of PAs for wireless transceivers.
Realizing a PA it is obvious that important choices have to be made, espe-
cially if it is better to use a number of small PAs(that o￿er high gain, better
phase linearity and lower cost, but they are hard to assembly) or one larger
PA. In the case of using many small PAs power combining is a very impor-
tant technique for the right combination of the outputs. Even this technique
is sometimes used together with Doherty architecture and the combination
of the Doherty PAs’ outputs is achieved with power combining in order to
have all the advantages of a Doherty ampli￿er.
Power combining is also used for antennas and ￿o￿-chip power combining is
possible through correcly on-chip antennas￿[8]. On-chip power combining is
di￿cult at 60 GHz due to the limited output powers of indivifual compo-
nents and so even this solution have to be improved.
Self-biasing
The last technique that ￿merits more investigation at mm-wave frequencies
of 60 GHz and above￿[8] is self-biasing. We saw before the EER technique
for linearization enhancement and this type of techniques are more presentCHAPTER 4. POWER AMPLIFIER 33
Figure 4.10: A simple explaination scheme of power combining technique
in the development of last years power ampli￿ers. Similarly to envelope
tracking, self-biasing acts controlling the voltage supply and bias of the
transistors and the components that forms the PA. Thus it is present a
circuit that senses and corrects the bias, and so the voltage applied to the
MOS, in order to achieve a more e￿cient operation mode. As an example
in [23] self biasing technique is utilized in a cascode ampli￿er. In fact self-
biasing is used in it to optimize the output power and the e￿ciency dividing
in the most optimal way the voltage swing across the common source and
the common gate stages. Since the output power and the e￿ciency are
functions of the supply voltage, it is clear how this technique resembles EER.
Obviously it can increase e￿ciency and furthermore reduces hot carrier
e￿ects.
Despite being a quite new technique even at low frequencies, self-biasing has
shown good results in its applications. For these reasons it is a technique
that could be useful at 60 GHz too, a frequency at which in any case its
e￿ciency have to be veri￿ed.
Figure 4.11: A scheme of self- biasing technique. As it is possible to see the
architecture is similar to EER oneChapter 5
Antenna
As it could be obvious the antenna plays a very important role in a wireless
transceiver. In fact it has to convert, without signi￿cant distortion, the
electromagnetic ￿eld that propagates in the air, into a suitable RF signal
either in transmission and in reception.
Moreover in todays technology, ￿lled of portable devices, power and space
are more and more important and so also antennas should not consume too
much power and occupy too much space.
60 GHz antenna trends
Thinking about modern transceivers we know that they operate at frequen-
cies of 2.4/5 GHz. These operating frequencies mean that informations are
carried by signals with wavelengths of some centimeters. At 60 GHz instead,
the wavelengths are of some millimeters, resulting in the development pos-
sibility of smaller and more integrated antennas. Thus the antenna form
factor at mm-wave frequencies is on the order of millimeter or less, and for
this reason on chip or in-package antenna are becoming the new innovative
architectures since ￿the possibility of integrating and combining antennas
direcly on chip is one of the least explored areas for future subterahertz com-
munication devices￿[8]. Moreover innovative techniques like micromatching
and proton implantation process are viable for the reduction of the silicon
substrate losses and so for the increasing of the e￿ciency of the antenna.
Anyway these techniques are quite expensive and so their utilization have to
be carefully considered since they result in a more expensive ￿nal solution,
that is a drawback as these transceivers are thought to be for mainstream
di￿usion.
Nowadays on-chip antennas are seldom utilized because of their low gain,
low e￿ciency and high losses. However if would be possible to develop high
directional on-chip antennas then these devices will have higher gain and
e￿ciency but more important they will have lower costs and higher design
￿exibility than actual o￿-chip antennas.
Some available developments on on-chip antennas in order to increase their
gains have been made thanks to ￿the placement of dielectric lenses below or
above the antenna￿. These lenses act like resonators and push the radiation
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intensity away from the substrate so that the losses decrease.
Another viable way is utilize in-package antennas, that consist in placing in
the package that surrounds the chip all the elements that form the antenna.
In-package antennas o￿er higher e￿ciency and higher gains than on-chip
antennas but they show some important issues like their di￿cult reliability
and high packaging costs that will have to be solved.
Figure 5.1: IBM conceptional drawing of in-package antenna
Apart from these types of antennas that have to be improved at 60 GHz,
many examples that are described in [8] show that there is a large usage of
antenna arrays, that is simply an antenna made by a bank of smaller anten-
nas. In fact these antennas have the advantages of being directional, ￿exible
for beam steering and have high gain and e￿ciency. The multiantenna tech-
niques such as beam steering are very utilized and useful for the increase of
the antenna radiation e￿ciency, of the transmission rate and furthermore
for the increase of the reliability of wireless communication systems. This
technique is also becoming a key technology for 60 GHz communication
since it has many other advantages like increasing the gain of the whole
antenna and ￿reduce the interference by steering the beam to the desired
direction￿. Unfortunately antenna arrays occupy a bigger area and require
more power since the antennas to be fed up are more.
Despite all the di￿culties that the designers ￿nd implementing a key and
di￿cult device like the antenna at 60 GHz, many are the solutions that
have been proposed and that will result in continously integrated and more
e￿cient antennas.Chapter 6
Transmission lines
Transmission lines play an important role in wireless communication since
they have to carry the RF signl power from one device to another in the
transceiver and they have to do that in the most e￿ciency way, possibly
without signi￿cant losses or distortion. Moreover they are employed as in-
ductors or capacitors and utilized for performing very important impedance
matching.
As the frequency of operation increases, long transmission lines like quarter
wave become short enough to be directly integrated on chip since the wave-
length decreases. There are many types of transmission lines but at 60 GHz
the more appropiate for ampli￿er design and silicon integration are two:
microstrip transmission lines and coplanar waveguide transmission lines.
Figure 6.1: The section of a microstrip transmission line
The former, as we can see from ￿gure 6.1, are transmission lines where
there is a single conductor trace on one side of a dielectric substrate and
a single ground plane on the other side. As is possible to see microstrip
structure, a dielectric substrate between two traces, remind us in some way
a capacitor and in fact microstrip transmission lines have higher capacitive
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quality factors(that is the ratio between the electric enercy stored and the
energy lost per cycle) than coplanar waveguide.
Figure 6.2: The section of a CPW(coplanar waveguide) transmission lines
On the other hand coplanar waveguide, as we can see from ￿gure 6.2, are
made of a single conductor strip deposited on a dielectric substrate placed
in the middle of two ground electrodes that run adjacent and parallel to the
conductor strip. Di￿erently from the microstrip transmission lines, CPW
have higher inductive quality factors(that is the ratio between the magnetic
energy stored and the energy lost per cycle) than microstrip transmission
lines. As said in [8] ￿the importance of inductive components(like in the de-
sign of LNAs for example) often make coplanar transmission lines preferable
to microstrip transmission lines￿.
In the design of 60 GHz transceivers, however, transmission lines are in-
creasingly important since they are utilized also for the development of
capacitors and inductors but also because they have to be carefully real-
ized. In fact designers have to take into account various phaenomena that
transmission lines could produce at mm-wave frequencies like resonances
but also impedances and so losses that could damage the operation of the
other building devices.Chapter 7
Low-Noise-Ampli￿er
The low-noise ampli￿er is the ￿rst device in any receiver chain. It has the
important role of giving the ￿rst ampli￿cation to the low level signal that
the antenna captures, but most important it has to make negligible the
e￿ect of noise from the subsequent blocks. Moreover it has to introduce
the less possible of its own noise while performing input matching with the
antenna at 50
.
All signals are a￿ected by noise. When dealing with dc voltages or currents
measured by a voltmeter for example, we always think of constant values.
Indeed they are only the mean of noisy signals. In fact a current, for example,
is continously constituted by electrons that are moving in a conductor. Their
movement is not the same at every istant, but it varies resulting in small
￿uctuations around the dc value. The noise ￿gure of a two-port network is
a paramenter that measures how noisy is the device and it is de￿ned as the
input SNR divided by the output SNR. As said before the LNA is the ￿rst
device in a receiver and so its noise ￿gure is very important as it represents
the most decisive factor in the total noise ￿gure of the receiver, as we can
see from the Friis equation
F(f) = F1(f) +
F2(f)   1
g1(f)
+ ::: +
FN(f)   1
g1(f):::gN 1(f)
(7.1)
where Fi(f) are the noise ￿gure of the receiver devices(with F1(f) the one
of the LNA) and gi(f) the gains of the various devices.
The other important characteristic of a LNA is its gain. The signal power
that this device receives from the antenna is extremely low(even -110 dbm)
and it has to give a power gain aroud 20 dB without increasing the noise of
the signal. The other important characteristics that a LNA has to ensure are
linearity and stability. Because of that the LNA has to be a linear device.
For that reason usually a LNA is an ampli￿er that works in class A as
biasing the circuit in this class of ampli￿cation ensures linearity, stability
and high gain.
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7.1 LNA design
As stated before a LNA needs a low noise ￿gure, but also a high gain and ob-
viously it has to be a linear device. The LNA design has to ensure also great
stability and does not have to vary its linearity and overall performances
even despite ￿semiconductor process, voltage and temperature variations￿[8].
For these reasons a low noise ampli￿er is usually biased in class A. As we
explained in chapter 4 analysing power ampli￿ers, class A ampli￿er is im-
plemented with a single transistor that always conduct.
As we know, the signal that enters in a low noise ampli￿er comes directly
from the antenna that has an output impedance value of 50
. Therefore,
designing a LNA, it is important to perform an input matching through a
input impedance of 50
. This input match is even more important when
a pre-select ￿lter is set before the LNA as these ￿lters are sensitive to the
quality of their terminating impedances.
Analysing the various stages of a LNA design the ￿rst important stage(of
course after a careful biasing for low noise) is undoubtedly to perform an
input impedance of 50
. There are various techniques to achieve this result.
The ￿rst one is that of using a resistor at the input port of the transistor that
provides the desired impedance value. The simplicity of this solution, how-
ever, has on the counterpart an important drawback as the resistor highly
a￿ects the noise ￿gure of the entire device.
The second possible technique is that of using the source or emitter of a
common-gate(or common-base) stage as the input termination of the tran-
sistor. However the main drawback of this architecture is its high noise
￿gure.
The third technique is achieved through resistor and feedback. In fact it
consists on using a shunt resistance and a feedback series capable of setting
input and output matching. This solution provides higher power dissipation
thanks to the resistors but unfortunately it requires on-chip resistors with
high quality factors that usually are not available in CMOS technologies.
The fourth topology, also pursued in [21], employs inductive source or emit-
ter degeneration in order to generate a real term in the input impedance.
In fact considering a transistor with the two inductors placed as in ￿gure
7.1(d) the input impedance can be simply derived as in the following equa-
tions.
We also have to develop a model of the MOS counting all the paramenters
that give a contribute to the input impedance. Therefore, as in ￿gure 7.2 the
gate-source and gate-drain capacitances have to be considered for example.
At the end we obtain
Zin = s(Lg + Ls) +
1
sCgs
+

gm
Cgs

Ls (7.2)
and this impedance at resonance is Zin = !Ls. We can see that this solution
provides, at the resonance frequency of the input circuit, a real impedanceCHAPTER 7. LOW-NOISE-AMPLIFIER 40
Figure 7.1: LNA architectures (a)Resistive termination, (b) 1
gm termination,
(c)Shunt-series feedback, (d)Inductive degeneration
proportional to the value of the source inductance. Moreover the use of
inductances is preferable also for the noise ￿gure, since there is a slight
modi￿cation of the minimum noise ￿gure di￿erently from what happens us-
ing resistor termination architectures for example. At mm-wave frequencies
these inductors could be implemented by the transmission lines, with an
important space saving and more integration instead of using spiral induc-
tors.
Another architecture that is used with success in the development of low-
noise ampli￿ers is, as for PA, the cascode topology. In fact it provides high
linearity and high gain, while at the same time it ensures a low noise ￿gure.
Looking at 60 GHz realizations it is possible to ￿nd some examples of cas-
code topology used for the implementation of mm-wave low noise ampli￿ers.
In [23], for example, a ￿rst common base stage is chosen for the simple input
matching, its higher gain compared to a common emitter and the higher
reverse isolation. The second stage instead is a cascode common emitter
ampli￿er in which great care is taken for the input and output matching in
order to avoid the degeneration of the important properties of the LNA.
Looking at these realizations and also to the factors that the LNA has to
assure(good gain, linearity and low noise ￿gure) it is clear which are the
main important values that the designer has to take care of realizing a
LNA. Thus great e￿orts have to be made in order to have the best reverse
isolation(this fact is made di￿cult from the low impedance exhibited by the
silicon substrate), but also to achieve the most linear and stable ampli￿ca-
tion. Moreover the designer have to obtain these results combined with a
good gain because as from the name, low noise ampli￿er, this device has to
achieve the lowest possible noise ￿gure together with a good ampli￿cation
of the low signal that comes directly from the receiving antenna.
As we can see from ￿gure 7.3 the last two architectures, cascode and in-
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topologies.
Figure 7.2: A typical LNA design with cascode architectureChapter 8
Oscillator
The local oscillator is a very important device in a wireless transceiver since
it provides a stable frequency that multiplied with the radio frequency sig-
nal through the mixer, gives the important intermediate frequency signal
that characterizes the superheterodyne architecture.
Anyway, as system operation frequency is continously increasing, so it has
to do the frequency of the LO, without losing its important properties, that
are the delivering of pure and sinusoidal waveforms at a stable frequency.
This need results in a more di￿cult realization as at high frequency like 60
GHz, stability and not distorced signal are harder to obtain. This is a very
di￿cult task for designers also because the oscillator has a nonlinear circuit
that is incompletely described by linear system tools.
Moreover, especially at high frequencies, this di￿culty is enhanced as the
in￿uence of parasitic elements is very pronunciated. This in￿uence, com-
bined with the resonance e￿ects of passive elements, can lead to a wrong
frequency of oscillation or even to the cease of oscillation.
For these reasons the oscillator have to be carefully designed.
8.1 Basic oscillator model
In every oscillator there is a particular thing that enables the oscillation:the
positive feedback. In fact we can simplify the oscillator function by a block
scheme as in ￿gure 8.1 where it is shown the loop with the positive feedback.
Figure 8.1: Circuit feedback model
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Thus we can derive the transfer function of the whole block as in the equa-
tion:
Vout
Vin
=
HA(!)
1   HF(!)HA(!)
In an oscillator Vin = 0 because there is no input signal. Obviously we want
a nonzero output signal and this can be achieved only if the denominator of
the equation is equal to zero. This condition is also denominated Barkhausen
criterion;
1   HF(!)HA(!) = 0 ) HF(!)HA(!) = 1
In order to increase the output voltage the loop gain HF(!)HA(!) has to be
greater than unity. Anyway after a while the voltage has to reach a steady
state unless it will ideally increase to in￿nite. The solution used to stop this
voltage increasing is the negative resistance that with its curve, a negative
slope as we see from ￿gure 8.2, ensures a decrease of the voltage gain.
Figure 8.2: Vout versus gain characteristic with the negative slope shown
A simple oscillating circuit is the series of a resistor, a capacitor and an
inductor, as in ￿gure 8.3.
The equation that governs this circuit is a well-known di￿erential equation
L
d2i(t)
dt
+ R
di(t)
dt
+
1
C
i(t) =  
dv(t)
dt
(8.1)
that with the right side equal to zero has the solution i(t) = et(I1ej!Qt +
I2e j!Qt) where  =   R
2L and !Q =
q
1
LC   ( R
2L)2. In general, because of
the negative value of , the resonance circuit has a responce that tends to
decrease and becomes zero as time passes. If ideally the resistance would
become zero then a stable sinusoidal response would be obtained.
Thus adding a negative resistance to the circuit in order to obtain a totalCHAPTER 8. OSCILLATOR 44
Figure 8.3: A simple RLC series circuit
resistance equal to zero is a solution that allows the achievement of the
oscillation. A negative resistance is a nonlinear device with a voltage-current
response that is in some way v(i) = v0 + R1i + R2i2::: and so the RLC
di￿erential equation becomes
L
d2i(t)
dt
+ R
di(t)
dt
+
1
C
i(t) =  R1
di(t)
dt
(8.2)
with R+R1 = 0 ! R1 =  R. A way of implementing a negative resistance
is using a tunnel diode, a diode that is highly drogated at the point that the
two junctions become two conductors. Thanks to that in its characteristic
the tunnel diode shows a negative slope.
8.2 VCO
In the previous section we saw the main operating principles and character-
istics of an oscillator. Anyway the local oscillator of a transceiver is usually
implemented using a voltage-controlled oscillator(VCO).
The VCOs are feedback circuits with positive feedback such that they are
designed to have an output signal even without an input one. Of course
there are many di￿erent types of VCOs used at di￿erent frequencies, but
the most suitable and used at 60 GHz are LC VCOs, subharmonic and dis-
tributed VCOs.
LC VCOs use an LC circuit, that is a resonance circuit, and a cross-couple
transistors to generate the negative resistance that we have seen it is nec-
essary for the oscillation. Varying the values of the capacitance and/or the
inductuctance, it is possible to vary the oscillation frequency. One main ad-
vantage of LC VCO is the di￿erential output as it ensures rejection from
common-mode noise and less susceptibility to cross talk and noise.
Colpitts VCO instead, is similar to LC VCO since it employs an LC circuit
too, but it does not have a di￿erential output, so it employs only one tran-
sistor instead of the two of LC VCO. Moreover it o￿ers low phase noise but
it is ￿more susceptible to low-quality factor inductors and capacitors thanCHAPTER 8. OSCILLATOR 45
LC VCOs￿[8].
Also VCO architectures based on push push and frequency doubling are
interesting and e￿cient at 60 GHz even though they require additional cir-
cuits like ￿lters and multipliers that occupy more space.
The thing that represents an important issue at 60 GHz, is that the high
oscillation frequency required by the mm-wave transceiver is extremely sen-
sitive to the layout parasitics and the design paramenters. Furthermore at
mm-wave frequencies the LO leakage becomes a greater issue because of
coupling through the silicon substrate.
Analysing some VCO prototypes used for mm-wave trasceivers it is possible
to see that Colpitts VCOs are the ones mostly employed. Anyway, as it is
possible to see from[25], in todays WLAN transceivers(and so at frequen-
cies of 2.4-5 GHz) the most utilized VCO architecture in modern CMOS,
is the complementary cross coupled structure. Generally this architecture
gives better symmetry of the oscillation voltage, higher stability and lower
hot carrier e￿ects. For these reasons cross coupled VCOs are receiving some
attenctions even for mm-wave realizations.
Despite these advantages at mm-wave frequencies the oscillator architec-
ture mostly utilized is the colpitts VCO. In fact at high frequency this type
of oscillator is able to provide better phase noise performances than cross
coupled since it has a ￿higher power transferred e￿ciency and low impulse
sensitivity￿. As an example Colpitts architecture is employed also in [23]
in the transceiver LO, with two implementation, one oscillating at 20 GHz
with a frequency tripler, and another at 60 GHz.
Anyway Colpitts oscillator presents also some disadvantages, as its high
start-up conditions, that require a lot of power for the start of the oscilla-
tion. For this reason e￿orts are made in order to develop alternative solu-
tions and ￿nd architectures that can o￿er at the same time good oscillation
properties and low start-up conditions.
Obviously there are also many other types of oscillators that could be used
at 60 GHz but what is essential to be taken into account in their develop-
ment is that the oscillator at mm-wave frequencies requires large current
for phase noise performances and it is really sensitive to parasitic elements.
Therefore when a designer has to decide which VCO is best to use for his
transceiver, it is really important to pay attention to all these particulars.Chapter 9
Mixer
In chapter 3 we have described the superheterodyne transceiver, emphasiz-
ing on its peculiarity, that is the frequency shifting that takes place from
an RF signal to an IF one. The mixer is the device that allows this up and
down conversion since it is capable of taking two frequencies at its input
and giving multiple frequencies components at his output, that is the mul-
tiplication of the two input signals.
We suppose of having two sinusoidal signals x1 and x2 at two di￿erent fre-
quencies f1 and f2, for example
x1 = Acos(2f1t)
x2 = B cos(2f2t)
We apply these two signal at the input of a mixer that we know that multi-
plies its input signals so we obtain y = AB cos(2f1t)cos(2f2t). Using the
prosthaphaeresis identity cos(a)cos(b) = 1
2[cos(a b)+cos(a+b)] ￿nally we
obtain
y =
A + B
2
[cos(2(f1 + f2)) + cos(2(f1   f2))] (9.1)
that is a sinusoidal signal with a component that depends on the di￿erence
of the two frequencies and one on the sum.
Thus using the mixer in a RF transceiver is possible to downconvert the
RF input signal to an IF one employing a passband ￿lter that selects the
appropiate component.
9.1 Basic theory
It is clear that a linear system is unable to act like a mixer and multiply
two inputs. Therefore it is necessery to use a nonlinear device, like a diode
or a transistor, since it can generate multiple harmonics. In ￿gure 9.1 there
is a simple scheme of a mixer.
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Figure 9.1: A scheme that simplify s mixer. We can see the two voltage
inputs, the nonlinear device at the base of the mixer and the voltage output
Analysing the characteristics of diodes and transistors we can see that both
diode and BJT have an exponential characteristic as I = I0(e
V
VT  1) where
VT is the thermal voltage. Di￿erently a MOSFET has approximately a
square behaviour as ID = IDSS(1  
VGS
VTh)2.
From the ￿gure we see two voltages vRF = VRF cos(!RFt), that represents
the RF signal, and vLO = VLO cos(!LOt), that represents the local oscillator
signal. The total input, that the nonlinear device(diode or transistor) has
to operate, is the sum of the two signals hence
V = VQ + VRF cos(!RFt) + VLO cos(!LOt)
where VQ is the bias voltage.
Applying the input voltage V to the diode or the transistor(that are non-
linear devices) we can obtain the linearized characteristic through a Taylor
expansion that is
I = IQ + V
 
dI
dV
!
jVQ +
1
2
V
2
 
d2I
dV 2
!
jVQ +::: (9.2)
Avoiding bias VQ, IQ, as they are constant, naming A = ( dI
dV ) jVQ and
B = ( d2I
dV 2) jVQ and substituting the input voltage in equation (9.2) we
obtain
I = A[VRF cos(!RFt) + VLO cos(!LOt)]
+B[V
2
RF cos
2(!RFt) + V
2
LO cos
2(!LOt)]
+2BVRFVLO cos(!RFt)cos(!LOt) + :::
(9.3)
The terms containing cos2(!t) depend only on the same frequency since
cos2(!t) = 1
2[1   cos(2!t)]. Instead the important term in (9.3) is the ￿nal
one because it is the multiplication of two cosine functions and so(as from
(9.1)) it results
I = ::: + BVRFVLO[cos((!RF + !LO)t) + cos((!RF   !LO)t) (9.4)CHAPTER 9. MIXER 48
From (9.4) it is possible to see how a diode or a transistor gives new fre-
quency terms of !RF  !LO acting like a mixer. Anyway using the Taylor
series we stopped it up to the third term 1
2V 2( d2I
dV 2) jVQ neglecting the higher-
order terms. However these higher-oder harmonic terms, employing diodes
and BJTs are very important as they can compromise the performances of
the mixer because they a￿ect the signal interfering with it. Using a MOS-
FET with quadratic behaviour characteristic, instead, the harmonics higher
than the second-order can survive with di￿culty and so the performances
of the mixer are less a￿ected.
Another problem that a￿icts the mixer is the one of the image frequency. In
fact when for example a transceiver is receiving, it receives the frequency at
the intermediate frequency that is obtained downconverting the RF signal
through the mixer so it is !IF = !RF  !LO. However if there is a signal at
a frequency !IM such that !LO   !IM = !IF, even this signal is received
and can interfere with the other ￿right￿ signal. Thus it is necessary, when
designing a transceiver, to place an image ￿lter before the mixer circuit in
order to avoid this issue.
9.2 Mixer types
There are two main types of mixers: active mixers and passive mixers. The
former are characterized by the fact that some of the mixer transistors pro-
vide a small gain; instead in the latter all transistors act like switches. The
decision of which mixer architecture it is best to use is very important since
this choice in￿uences the entire downconversion chain of the receiver cir-
cuitry.
In the realization of a mixer there are some fundamental parameters that
have to be taken into account and have to be satis￿ed: conversion loss, linear-
ity and power consumption. Thus researchers have to achieve the minimum
conversion loss, together with a good linearity and the minimum power con-
sumption.
For what concerns the devices utilized for the mixer implementation, SiGe
and GaAs technologies are widely employed but their high costs and high
power supply make these technologies not the optimal ones for actual max
production. For these reasons CMOS is the best solution also for this device
since it has lower power requirements, it o￿ers better integration and it is
cheaper.
Therefore once we have chosen CMOS technology for the realization, the
other important decision is that of choosing between the use of active or
passive mixer architecture.
Active mixers have the great advantage of achieving a low conversion loss
since the active components used for the implementation provide a small
gain and they are appreciated since they have a more compact layout and so
they are more suitable for RF integrated circuits. Moreover they provide bet-
ter isolation properties and moderately high performances. UnfortunatelyCHAPTER 9. MIXER 49
active mixers show some important issues that are stressed at mm-wave fre-
quencies. The most important issues are the linearity, that is accentuated
by the low voltage supply, and the ￿icker noise.
On the other hand at 60 GHz passive mixers are easier to implement than
active mixers and they have ￿a very good linearity, suitable for high dy-
namic range receiver design, and a very limited ￿icker noise e￿ect, due to
the absence of channel DC bias current￿[26]. Therefore passive mixers have
a zero power dissipation.
Anyway they su￿er from a great disadvantage that is their conversion loss.
In fact since there are not active devices capable of amplify a bit the signal,
they result in a conversion loss in which some of the input power is lost.
A problem that a￿ects both mixer architecture types, but more strongly
passive ones, is the di￿cult achievement of a large LO power at 60 GHz.
In fact in a passive mixer transistors operate like switches and a higher LO
power is required in order to switch ￿rmly. This fact results in a more pro-
nunciated conversion loss.
Another important factor that have to be taken into account is the achieve-
ment of a good isolation of the mixer since a ￿low isolation results in in-
creased distortion, self-jamming and dc o￿set errors￿[8]. In conclusion we
have seen all the problems that a￿ect both active and passive mixer archi-
tectures at 60 GHz and the realizations that have been made since now do
not show a marked preference between these two topologies. What is always
really important in the realization of a mixer for a 60 GHz transceiver is that
￿researchers must balance gain, linearity and power consumption￿[8] ￿nding
the best tradeo￿ between linearity, space occupation, isolation, conversion
loss and power consumption.Chapter 10
Conclusion
Recalling what we said in the introduction, 60 GHz wireless communication
will lead to amazing data rates that will revolutionate the communication
technology. Industry interest in this revolution is very high and so industries
will support this new possibility.
Moreover the revolution will be a necessity for the developers too, where
the state of the art of 60 GHz technology brie￿y described in this paper
is only the base for future developments. ￿The availability of such massive
bandwidths and subterahertz carrier frequencies will require communication
engineers to rethink wireless approaches while learning how to fabricate de-
vices in silicon, and circuit and antenna designers will need to become more
aware of communication requirements￿[8].
The developments on CMOS technology and the possibility to apply it to
the mm-wave frequency devices will lead to low cost and small demensions
devices. CMOS technology is going to be the future of devices develop-
ment like RF PAs too. Therefore the research on design architecture based
on CMOS and the optimization of the devices’ e￿ciency maintaining low
power consumption and low costs, will represent di￿cult challenges that
researchers will always have to satisfy and to solve.
Concluding, 60 GHz wireless communication and high data rates are the fu-
ture and a future quite near. Undoubtely mm-wave frequencies will change
completely the way people will deal with information devices but also how
wireless devices will be designed and developed.
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